This paper is concerned with the network slicing problem for enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) service in a multi-UAV-aided network. Different from most of the existing network slicing approaches, we investigate non-orthogonal network slicing implementation joint with network resource allocation for eMBB service in this paper. Specifically, our objective is to maximize the system energy efficiency while balancing the fairness of service among user equipments (UEs) and the fairness of power consumption among UAVs under the constraints on eMBB UEs' quality of service, UAVs' network capacity and power consumption as well. We formulate the energy efficiency maximization problem as a mixed-integer non-convex programming problem. To alleviate this challenging problem, we develop a solution framework of alternatively optimizing a non-orthogonal slice request acceptance problem and a non-convex network resource allocation problem. Besides, we solve the slice request acceptance problem by designing a two-stage optimization method and tackle the non-convexity of the resource allocation problem by exploiting a successive convex approximation approach. Simulation results show that our proposed framework can achieve the highest energy efficiency compared with other benchmark algorithms.
example, Rost et al. investigated the basic architecture for network slicing in 5G wireless networks and illustrated the implementation of network slicing in the radio access network and the core network [3] . However, they only considered the implementation of network slicing and ignored the efficient allocation of resources among slices. Some other works studied the share of network resources among slices. For example, Zhang et al. designed a network-slicing-based architecture for 5G wireless networks. Based on this network architecture, they investigated mobility management and virtualized radio resource allocation (including power and subchannel) technologies [4] . Albonda et al. proposed an RAN slicing framework for eMBB and vehicle-to-everything (V2X) services, which included an RAN slicing strategy based on an offline reinforcement learning and a heuristic algorithm of allocating resources to different slices [5] .
The works in [3] [4] [5] are all based on orthogonal multiple access (OMA) techniques. Besides, to improve the utilization efficiency of network resources, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) techniques have been studied in network slicing. For example, Popovski et al. studied the non-orthogonal share of RAN resources in an uplink communication scenario where a set of eMBB, mMTC, and URLLC devices connect to a common base station [6] . Kassab et al. investigated the performance of OMA and NOMA for the multiplexing of eMBB and URLLC devices in an uplink multi-cell network and analyzed NOMA with different architectures, such as puncturing and successive interference cancellation [7] . However, all of the above network slicing approaches focus on terrestrial base station networks and do not consider the case of network failure or network congestion (e.g., infrastructure malfunction, flash crowd traffic, and remote areas), which may lead to communication service interruption. The guarantee of service provision, in this case, is one of the major challenges in 5G and 6G wireless networks. A promising solution to alleviate the effect of network failure or network congestion is the utilization of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) base stations (i.e., low-altitude UAVs equipped with transceivers), which can support fast communication service recovery or even network performance enhancement [8] . Motivated by the advantages of UAV base stations, the extension of network slicing in UAV-aided networks is gradually attracting the attention of researchers. For example, Xilouris et al. studied the integration of UAV-aided networks with network slicing and virtualization in the frame of a 5G wireless network and discussed the architecture and possible applications of flying modes on this basis [8] . Budhiraja et al. investigated the application-specific NOMA-based network architecture that supports nonorthogonal resource sharing from a set of eMBB, mMTC, and URLLC devices to a common base station [9] . However, the above two works focused on the architecture and applications of network slicing in UAVaided networks and did not consider the efficient allocation of network resources among network slices.
Considering the efficient utilization of network resources, this paper investigates a joint non-orthogonal network slicing implementation and network resource (UAV transmit power) allocation problem for the eMBB service in a multi-UAV-aided network. Particularly, the main contributions are summarized as follows:
• We build a NOMA-based downlink communication model in a multi-UAV-aided network. Based on this model, we formulate a joint non-orthogonal network slicing and resource allocation optimization problem with a goal of maximizing the system energy efficiency under the constraints on QoS requirements, network capacity, and power consumption. This energy efficiency maximization problem is confirmed to be a mixed-integer non-convex programming (MINCP) problem, which is challenging to mitigate. • To alleviate the formulated energy efficiency maximization problem, we first decompose it into two separated subproblems, namely the optimization of slice request acceptance for fixed transmit power and the optimization of power allocation for fixed slice request. We design a two-stage optimization method to solve the slice request acceptance subproblem and exploit a successive convex approximation approach to tackle the non-convexity of the power allocation subproblem. Based on the solutions of the above two subproblems, we then proposed an iterative solution algorithm by alternatively optimizing these two subproblems. • Since the above slice request acceptance optimization includes integer linear programming (ILP) problems, we propose a fast slice request acceptance algorithm that loses some energy efficiency, which may be regarded as an alternative in highly dynamic scenarios. • Simulation results demonstrate that our proposed algorithms can achieve the performance (energy efficiency) gain compared with other benchmark algorithms. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We present the system model and the problem formulation in Section II. Section III and Section IV describe the slice request acceptance optimization and the power allocation optimization, respectively. Based on the results in Section III and Section IV, we develop the problem solution for the formulated problem in Section V. Section VI shows our simulation results and Section VII concludes this paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model
In this paper, we consider a NOMA-based downlink communication scenario in a network slicing system. In this scenario, multiple UAV base stations (UBSs) are deployed to assist a macro base station (MBS) to provide radio access for a collection of congested terrestrial eMBB user equipments (UEs) in a geographical area. All UBSs connect to a centralized network operator by wireless fronthaul links, and the operator decides whether to accept or reject the slice requests, so that network slicing can be implemented smoothly. The set of UBSs and the set of UEs are denote by J = {1, 2, . . . , J} and I = {1, 2, . . . , I}, respectively. We assume that the locations of these UBSs and UEs are fixed and known, and these UBSs are deployed at the same altitude H. Meanwhile, this paper considers an OFDMA communication system. The total channel bandwidth is W and is equally divided into N orthogonal subchannels denoted by N = {1, 2, . . . , N }. Denote SC jn as the subchannel n of UBS j. In the network slicing system, a network slice is allocated with a subchannel SC jn . We let a ijn be an binary variable indicating slice request and let A = {a ijn , ∀i, j, n} denote the slice request matrix. We set a ijn = 1 if a slice request that slice SC jn provides service to UE i is accepted/admitted by the network operator; otherwise, a ijn = 0. This paper investigates the optimization of joint slice request acceptance and UBSs' power allocation.
Denote the horizontal location of UBS j and the location of UE i by x d j and x u i , respectively. This paper leverages the air-to-ground (ATG) propagation model [10] to calculate the channel gain from UBS j to UE i on subchannel n, denoted by h ijn . For the ATG link, each UE has a line-of-sight (LoS) connection with a UBS with a specific probability. The LoS probability relies on the environment, the locations of both the UBS and the UE. The LoS probability function can be expressed as
where, α 1 and α 2 are constant values depending on the environment (e.g., rural, suburban, urban, and dense urban),
is the elevation angle of UE i towards UBS j, and d h ij is the denotes the horizontal distance from UBS j to UE i, i.e.,
. Then, the channel gain from UBS j to UE i on subchannel n can be expressed as
where, g T x ijn and g Rx ijn are the transmit and receive antenna gains from UBS j to UE i on subchannel n. ς = c/f c is the carrier wavelength, where c is the speed of light and f c is the carrier
to UE i and d 0 is a far field reference distance. η dB LoS (in dB) and η dB N LoS (in dB) represent propagation losses corresponding to the LoS and NLoS connections, respectively, which depend on environment.
Denote the location of the MBS by x M . This paper leverages the Friis propagation model [11] to calculate the channel gain from MBS to UE i on subchannel n, denoted by h M in .
The channel gain h M in can be expressed as
where, g MT x in and g MRx in are the transmit and receive antenna gains from the MBS to UE i on subchannel n, d M i = x u i − x M 2 is the distance from the MBS j to UE i, and η is the path-loss exponent (η ∈ [2, 6] ).
In the downlink NOMA-based system, the successive interference cancellation (SIC) technique is adopted at the receiver to eliminate the interference from other UEs in the same slice SC jn in a certain decoding order [12] . In this paper, we assume that the UE with higher channel gain can decode the signals of the other UEs with worse channel gain in the same slice SC jn . Besides, considering the implementation complexity of SIC, we study the simple case where one slice SC jn can provide service to at most two UEs. Thus, we can obtain the following slice request acceptance constraints C1:
Considering the number of UEs sharing slice SC jn , we calculate the received signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) in the following two cases.
Case 1: When only one UE i shares slice SC jn , we name UE i as a primary UE. Then, the received SINR of primary UE i in SC jn is
Case 2: When two UEs i 1 and i 2 share the same slice SC jn with h i1jn > h i2jn , i.e., UE i 1 can eliminate the interference from UE i 2 in SC jn , we name UE i 1 and UE i 2 as a primary UE and a secondary US, respectively. Then, the received SINRs of primary UE i 1 and secondary UE i 2 in SC jn are
where, p 1,jn and p 2,jn are the transmit powers allocated to the primary UE and the secondary UE in SC jn , respectively, p jn = p 1,jn + p 2,jn is the total transmit power in SC jn , p M n is the transmit power of the MBS on subchannel n, and σ 2 n represents the additive white Gaussian noise on subchannel n. Let P = {p 1,jn , p 2,jn , ∀j, n} denote the the transmit power matrix. Note that this paper focuses on the power allocation of UBSs. Thus, we assume that the transmit power p M n is fixed and known. According to the Shannon capacity equation, the achievable data rate of UE i in SC jn is
In this paper, we define UEs' different quality of service (QoS) requirements by their achievable data rate. We denote R i and R min i as the achievable data rate and the minimum required data rate of UE i, respectively. Thus, we can obtain the following QoS requirement constraint
Besides, UBS j needs to transmit data received from UEs to a ground station via a downlink with limited capacity. In this paper, we regard it as the maximum capacity of UBS j, denoted by C max j . Thus, we can obtain the following capacity constraint C4:
Next, we denote p j , p c j and p max j as the transmit power, the circuit power and the maximum power consumption limit of UBS j. Thus, we can obtain the following power consumption constraints
We denote η EE as the energy efficiency (EE), which is defined as the ratio of the minimum achievable data rate among all UEs and the maximum power consumption among all UBSs. As such, the objective function can be written as
B. Problem Formulation
Considering all constraints and the objective function mentioned above, we can formulate the joint slice request acceptance and power allocation problem as
We define the optimal EE η * EE as
where, A * and P * denote the optimal slice request matrix and the optimal transmit power matrix when yielding η * EE . Lemma 1. the optimal EE η * EE can be achieved if and only if max
Proof. Due to the space limitation, we omit the proof of Lemma 1. A similar proof can be found in [12] .
According to Lemma 1, we can transform the objective function in (15) into a subtractive form, which is more tractable. Then, the problem (15) can be rewritten as the following form
In the problem (18), the slice request variables {a ijn } are binary, and thus C1-C4 involve integer constraints. Further, even if {a ijn } are fixed, C3 and C4 are not convex constraints. Therefore, (18) is a mixed-integer non-convex programming (MINCP) problem, which is indeterminable or NP-hard [13] and challenging to solve. Besides, A and P are coupled in the objective function and the constraints C3 and C4, which increases the difficulty of mitigating (18). Fortunately, we observe that the complexity of (18) may be weaken if A and P can be decoupled. Based on this crucial observation, we first decompose the problem (18) into two separated subproblems, namely slice request acceptance optimization with fixed transmit power and power allocation optimization with fixed slice request. Based on the solutions of the above two subproblems, we then develop an iterative solution algorithm for (18) by alternatively optimizing these two subproblems. Besides, we propose a fast slice request acceptance algorithm that loses some energy efficiency and may be regarded as an alternative when running time becomes the primary consideration. Additionally, an implementation system of network slicing in [14] is adopted in this paper. The core idea of the system is to separately manage slices and radio resources, i.e., managing the accepted network slices by the network operator and allocating network resources via a slice context manager. Owing to the space limitation, we omit the detailed procedure of the network slicing implementation. The reader can refer to [14] for more details.
In the following sections, we will introduce the slice request acceptance optimization, the power allocation optimization, the iterative solution algorithm, and the fast slice request acceptance algorithm, respectively.
III. SLICE REQUEST ACCEPTANCE
For any given transmit power P, this section considers the subproblem of (18) for optimizing slice request acceptance. Particularly, by introducing auxiliary variables η R and {η i , ∀i ∈ I}, the slice request acceptance subproblem with fixed transmit power P can be formulated as
However, the above problem (19) is challenging to solve since the achievable data rate r ijn is not a certain fixed value even with fixed transmit power P. From (6)-(9), it can be observed that r ijn takes different values according to whether UE i is a primary UE or a secondary UE in SC jn . Therefore, the value of r ijn depends on slice request A with fixed transmit power P. According to this key observation, we propose a two-stage optimization method to decompose the problem (19) into two integer linear programming (ILP) problems, both of which can be solved efficiently by existing optimization tools such as MOSEK [15] or CVX [16] . The detailed procedures are described as follows.
A. Primary Slice Request Acceptance
For the given transmit power P, this subsection considers the primary acceptance of slice requests. Particularly, we assume that each slice SC jn can provide service to at most one UE at the primary acceptance stage. Therefore, each UE i can be regarded as a primary UE in SC jn when calculating r ijn at this stage, and thus we can formulate the primary slice request acceptance subproblem as the following ILP problem max
We denote {a p * ijn } as the solution of (20) and Let S p * = {(i, j, n)|a p * ijn = 1} denote the set of the accepted slice requests determined at the primary acceptance stage. Besides, we let R p i = j∈J n∈N a p * ijn r p ijn and C p j = i∈I n∈N a p * ijn r p ijn represent the achievable data rate of UE i and the total data rate of access to UBS j at the primary acceptance stage, respectively.
B. Secondary Slice Request Acceptance
For the given transmit power P and the primary slice request {a p * ijn }, this subsection considers the secondary acceptance of slice requests. Similarly, we assume that each slice SC jn can provide service to at most one UE at the secondary acceptance stage. Particularly, based on the primary acceptance stage, we first calculate the achievable data rate r ijn of UE i in SC jn at the secondary acceptance stage in two cases.
1) For each slice SC jn , if the slice SC jn does not provide service to any UE at the primary acceptance stage, then at the secondary acceptance stage, UE i in SC jn is a primary UE in SC jn . Let S u = {(i, j, n)| k∈I a p * kjn = 0} represent the index set of slice requests corresponding to this case. Thus, for each (i, j, n) ∈ S u , the achievable data rate r u ijn at the secondary acceptance stage is
2) If SC jn provides service to a UE at the primary acceptance stage, then we denote this UE as i p , i.e., (i p , j, n) ∈ S p * . Note that when the slice SC jn provide service to UE i p and UE i at the primary and secondary acceptance stages, respectively, one of the two UEs is a primary UE and the other is a secondary UE in SC jn , which is determined by the relative relationship of these two UEs' channel gains. If h ijn > h ipjn , then UE i and UE i p are the primary UE and the secondary UE in SC jn respectively, and the achievable data rate r p ipjn of UE i p at the primary acceptance stage will change. Let S o1 = {(i, j, n)|h ijn > h ipjn , (i p , j, n) ∈ S p * } represent the index set of slice requests corresponding to this case. Thus, for each (i, j, n) ∈ S o1 , the achievable data rate r o1 ijn at the secondary acceptance stage is 
Besides, we let S 2 = S u ∪ S o1 ∪ S o2 represent the index set of feasible slice requests at the secondary acceptance stage, and let S p *
Note that for each i ∈ I, the change of the achievable data rate of UE i at the primary acceptance stage can be calculated by
For each j ∈ J , the change of the total data rate of access to UBS j at the primary acceptance stage can be calculated by
Therefore, we can formulate the secondary slice request acceptance subproblem as the following ILP problem
where,
We denote {a s * ijn } as the solution of (27), and then the solution of (19) can be approximated as {a * ijn } = {a p * ijn + a s * ijn }.
IV. POWER ALLOCATION
For any given slice request A, this section consider the subproblem of (18) for optimizing power allocation. Particularly, we first determine the accepted slice requests according to the given slice request A, and let S a = {(i, j, n)|a ijn = 1} and I a (j, n) = {i|a ijn = 1} represent the index set of the accepted slice requests and the index set of UEs in slice SC jn , respectively. Then we divide the accepted slice requests into two categories. One category of accepted slice requests are that UE i is a secondary UE in SC jn , and we let S as = {(i, j, n) ∈ S a | k∈I a kjn = 2, h ijn < max k∈I a (j,n) h kjn } represent the index set of such slice requests. The other category of the accepted slice requests are that UE i is a primary UE in SC jn , and we let S ap = S a \S as represent the index set of such slice requests. Besides, we let S ap JN (i) = {(j, n)|(i, j, n) ∈ S ap }, S as JN (i) = {(j, n)|(i, j, n) ∈ S as }, S ap IN (j) = {(i, n)|(i, j, n) ∈ S ap }, and S as IN (j) = {(i, n)|(i, j, n) ∈ S as }. Based on the above sets and by introducing auxiliary variables η R , η P and {η i , ∀i ∈ I}, the power allocation subproblem with fixed slice request A can be formulated as (31) Note that in (29b) and (29e), r p ijn (P) and r s ijn (P) are neither convex nor concave with respect to P. Thus, (29b) and (29e) are not convex constraints, and the problem (29) is a nonconvex optimization problem. To tackle to the non-convexity of (29), we explore a successive convex approximate (SCA) approach [17] , where in each iteration, the original function is approximated as a more tractable function at a given point. Denote P (r) = {p (r) 1,jn , p (r) 2,jn } as the given transmit power point in the (r + 1)-th iteration (r ≥ 0). Next, we discuss how to transform (29) into a convex optimization problem via the SCA approach in detail. Note that we need to approximate the left-hand side of (29b) as a concave function and the lefthand side of (29e) as a convex function.
First, we study the approximation of r p ijn (P) and r s ijn (P). For r p ijn (P), it can be written as a difference of two concave functions with respect to P, i.e., (34) It can prove that any concave function is globally upperbounded by its first-order Taylor expansion at any point [17] . Therefore, we have the following upper bound of Since the left-hand sides of the constraints (50b) and (50e) are concave and convex with respect to P, respectively, (50b) and (50e) are convex constraints. Therefore, the problem (50) is a convex optimization problem, which can be efficiently solved by existing optimization tools such as MOSEK [15] or CVX [16] .
Note that the inequalities (48) and (49) indicate that any feasible solution of the problem (50) is also feasible for the problem (29), but the reverse is not true in general. Therefore, the optimal objective value obtained by solving (50) is the lower bound of that of (29).
V. PROBLEM SOLUTION
In this section, we introduce two different solutions in the light of different requirements(e.g., energy efficiency and running time) for the problem (18). The details are described in the following subsections.
A. Iterative Acceptance and Power Optimization
Based on the results in Section III and Section IV, the iterative acceptance and power optimization (IAPO) algorithm are proposed for the problem (18) by alternately optimize slice request and transmit power. The main steps of the algorithm are summarized in Algorithm 1. For convenience of description, we let η R (A, P) = min i∈I R i (A, P), η P (P) = max j∈J p j (P), and η EE (A, P) = η R (A, P) η P (P). Note that for the initial power P (0) , there may exist no feasible solutions of (20) and (27) . Therefore, the IAPO algorithm does not consider the QoS requirement constraint and the capacity constraint when performing the slice request acceptance optimization in the first iteration (i.e., r = 0).
It can prove that the convergence of the IAPO algorithm can always be guaranteed. Due to the space limitation, we omit the theoretical analysis of the convergence of the IAPO algorithm; yet, we will verify that the IAPO algorithm is convergent through the simulation. However, the IAPO algorithm can not guarantee optimality because an approximated acceptance optimization method is developed and the exploration of the SCA approach and the iterative optimization method may lead to converging to a locally optimal solution [17] . Slice request acceptance optimization:
4:
For given P (r) , obtain the optimal solution by solving (20) and (27), and denote the optimal solution by A (r+1) .
5:
if r > 0 then 6: if η R (A (r+1) , P (r) ) < η R (A (r) , P (r) ) then Power allocation optimization: 11: For given P (r) and A (r+1) , calculate η EE = η EE (A (r+1) , P (r) ), obtain the optimal solution by solving (50), and denote the optimal solution by P (r+1) .
12:
Update r = r + 1. 13: until Convergence or r ≥ r max .
B. Fast Acceptance and Iterative Power Optimization
In the IAPO algorithm, the slice request acceptance optimization is required for each iteration, which consists of two ILP problems. When running time becomes the primary consideration, it may be necessary to design a fast slice request acceptance algorithm that loses some energy efficiency. Due to this motivation and based on the result in Section IV, we develop a fast acceptance and iterative power optimization (FAIPO) algorithm.
As shown in Algorithm 2, we consider that each UE i is served by the nearest UBS j to achieve better channel gain. The index set of UEs served by UBS j is denoted by I f a (j). Then we can separately implement slice request acceptance for the UEs in each set I f a (j). Since the goal is to maximize the minimum achievable data rate among all UEs, we consider implementing slice request acceptance preferentially for UEs with farther distance (i.e., worse channel gain) from UBS j. For each j ∈ J , we first sort the UEs in the set I f a (j) in the descending order of the distance from UBS j, and obtain the corresponding sorted set I d f a (j). Then for each UE i ∈ I d f a (j), we sequentially calculate the set N f s (i) = {n| k∈I f a (j) a kjn < 2, a ijn = 0} and judge whether N f s (i) is empty or not. If not empty, choose a n ′ from the set N f s (i) randomly, and let a ijn ′ = 1. When the sets N f s (i) are empty for all i ∈ I d f a (j), the slice request acceptance of UBS j is terminated. We denote the solution of the fast slice request acceptance by A f = {a ijn , ∀i, j, n}. Next, with the fixed A f , we iteratively optimize transmit power by solving (50). Similar to the IAPO algorithm, the convergence of the FAIPO algorithm can be guaranteed, but the optimality cannot be guaranteed. Due to the space limitation, we omit the theoretical analysis of the convergence of the FAIPO algorithm; yet, we will verify that the FAIPO algorithm is convergent through the simulation.
Algorithm 2 Fast Acceptance and Iterative Power Optimization 1: Fast Slice Request Acceptance: 2: Initialize a ijn = 0 for all i ∈ I, j ∈ J , n ∈ N and N f s (i) = N for all i ∈ I. 3: Initialize sets I f a (j) for all j ∈ J according to location information. 4: for j ∈ J do 5:
Initialize the set I d f a (j) in the descending order of the distance from UBS j. With the fixed A m , for given P (r) , calculate η EE = η EE (A m , P (r) ), obtain the optimal solution by solving (50), and denote the optimal solution by P (r+1) .
20:
Update r = r + 1. 21: until Convergence or r ≥ r max .
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we conduct extensive simulations to validate the effectiveness of the proposed IAPO and FAIPO algorithms. Particularly, subsection A presents comparison algorithms and the parameter setting. Subsection B collects and analyzes the simulation results.
A. Comparison Algorithms and Parameter Setting
In this simulation, we compare the proposed IAPO and FAIPO algorithms with two benchmark algorithms: the slice Table I 
B. Performance Evaluation
The above four comparison algorithms all need to initialize the transmit power P (0) . For the algorithms except the IAPO-OMA algorithm, we initialize P (0) to p for all j ∈ J , n ∈ N .
In the simulation, we perform all comparison algorithms on fifty randomly generated data sets. For each comparison algorithm, it obtains a result on each data set, and the final result is the average of the fifty results. Moreover, we first study the convergence of the proposed IAPO and FAIPO algorithms. Then we consider the effect of the number of UEs I and the number of UBSs J on the energy efficiency η EE for all comparison algorithms. Fig. 1 illustrates the convergence behavior of the energy efficiency of the IAPO and FAIPO algorithms when I = 10 and J = 4. We observe that the energy efficiency of both IAPO and FAIPO algorithms increases monotonously with the increase of iteration index and quickly converges to certain values. This result verifies the monotonic convergence of the proposed algorithms. Fig. 2 illustrates the energy efficiency vs. the number of UEs with J = 4. Fig. 3 illustrates the energy efficiency vs. the number of UBSs with I = 10. From Fig. 2, 3 , the following observations can be obtained:
• The IAPO algorithm can always achieve the highest energy efficiency compared with the other three algorithms. Particularly, the average energy efficiency of the IAPO algorithm is 1.11, 1.78, 1.21 times of the FAIPO, SRAOO, and IAPO-OMA algorithms, respectively, when I = 10 and J = 4. Besides, the average energy efficiency of the FAIPO algorithm is second only to the IAPO algorithm in most cases. • For all comparison algorithms, the energy efficiency decreases monotonously with the increase of the number of UEs. This is because when more UEs share the limited network resources, the average network resources allocated to each UE will be reduced, which leads to the reduction of the average achievable data rate of each UE. • For all comparison algorithms, the energy efficiency increases monotonously with the increase of the number of UBSs. This is because more UBSs mean more assignable resources. However, more UAVs also result in higher operating costs. The trade-off between energy efficiency and operating costs is also a factor needed to consider. 
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the non-orthogonal network slicing problem for eMBB service in a multi-UAV-aided network. In particular, we formulated a joint non-orthogonal network slicing and resource allocation problem with a goal of maximizing the system energy efficiency under the QoS requirement constraint, the capacity constraint and the power consumption constraint, which is a MINCP problem. To alleviate it, we first decomposed this MINCP problem into two separated subproblems, namely slice request acceptance subproblem and power allocation subproblem. we designed a two-stage optimization method to solve the slice request acceptance subproblem and exploited a successive convex approximation approach to tackle the power allocation subproblem. Based on the solutions of the above two subproblems, we then proposed an iterative acceptance and power optimization (IAPO) algorithm. Besides, we proposed a fast acceptance and iterative power optimization (FAIPO) algorithm that lost some energy efficiency, which might be suitable for highly dynamic scenarios. Simulation results verified that our proposed algorithms could improve the energy efficiency compared with other benchmark algorithms.
